A pipe of majesty and mystique, of magnificence, big-bowled, mahogany-brown pipe. It seemed fitting, as pipe-smoking revealed scenes of old-fashioned, vintage posters and pipe cleaners pollinated with glue. Suddenly I flashed back to kindergarten. The pipe shop was no more than a couple of square feet. Rob’d eyes twinkled at my efforts, gently instructed as I tamped my pipe. My tobacco. Rob’s eyes twinkled at my efforts, gently instructed as I tamped my pipe. It wasn’t too loose because then the pipe won’t pull, but not too compact because then it lopsided. Who else to share a conversation?

I learned to talk to a person, not a machine. Understated that when you call, you want to talk to a person, not a machine.
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Pipe-smoking creates union

by the college community Flanagan said, “It’s so empowering to be an actor in that way, to have the kind of role where you can not only learn about diversity, but also act out possible situations. Describing his wares with the master access to their potential and capabilities. He humbly responded, years of experience, being a beginner himself. My favorites were legiti
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